IJMS Announcements

- **Acceptance of articles within two months**
- **Publication of articles part of Ph. D /M. Tech /M. Phil /M. Sc within two months of acceptance**

1. IJMS will provide acceptance letter/review report after review to all the contributors within two months of submission of the article.

2. IJMS will publish all the accepted articles that are part of Doctoral (Ph. D)/Graduate thesis within one month from the date of acceptance of the article. Such submissions should be followed by a certificate duly signed by the Head of the Department/Supervising teacher of the research scholar stating that the paper submitted is a part of thesis/degree and that it may be processed for early publication.

3. All the articles submitted for publication in IJMS should submit through e-mail only. There is no need to send either hardcopy or CD/DVD. They will not be accepted.